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Integrated Multi-sector, Multi-scale Modeling 

(IM3) Science Focus Area (SFA)

•  9 collaborating institutions; led by 
PNNL

•  Improve understanding of how 
the complex human-earth system 
responds to different stresses

•  Supported by the U.S. Department 
of Energy, Office of Science, as part 
of research in the Multi-Sector 
Dynamics, Earth and Environmental 
System Modeling Program



Example IM3 Science Highlight

Objective

● Understand the vulnerability of 

Western U.S. grid operations to 

drought conditions.

Approach

● Developed a grid-centric drought 

severity index.

● Used integrated water supply and 

demand modeling to simulate 30 

years of historical water availability.

● Quantified the impacts of droughts 

on summer grid operations using a 

production cost model that  

accounts for drought-related de-

rating of hydropower generation 

and thermoelectric plant capacity. 

Voisin N, M Kintner-Meyer, J Dirks, R Skaggs, D Wu, T 
Nguyen, Y Xie, M Hejazi. 2016. “Vulnerability of the 
US Western Electric Grid to Hydro-Climatological 
Conditions: How Bad Can it Get?” Energy 115: 1-12. 
DOI: 10.1016/j.energy.2016.08.059

Impact

● Established a risk distribution for grid performance as a 

function of inter-annual water availability.

● 21% chance that some demand could not be met in 

August, 3% chance that unserved energy could exceed 6%. 

● Identified drought patterns driving higher vulnerability, 

which is useful for informing grid planning and adaptation 

and mitigation scenarios.

Risk distribution as a function of drought conditions
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The Fundamental Challenge

Create a culture focused on best 
practices, reproducibility, and reuse 
while meeting program deliverables!

Near-Term 
Deliverables

Long-Term 
Impact



“Facilitate, not complicate”

Principles
•  Tools that are flexible, extensible, and well documented
•  Document and share lessons learned

Challenges
•  Geographically- and institutionally-distributed team
•  Huge range of computational tools required and desired
•  Balancing flexibility and ease of implementation
•  No one size fits all solutions

Approach
•  Explore, adapt, and create best practices
•  Data* and code repositories that are accessible and useful

* A data asset is any piece of model output or evaluation data as well as the 
associated metadata that could be later used by the team or our collaborators to 
recreate or expand on our work



Enabling Infrastructure

We built a set of enabling infrastructure that fall into three categories: 
Tools that allow our team to plan and track research, execute 

experiments, and share results with the community.



IM3 Data Repository

Goal: Long-term storage of data produced by IM3 along with the relevant 
metadata in a way that is intuitive and usable by the public.

Features:
•  IM3 team members can upload data to the repository with just a few clicks
• Repository is searchable and [soon] the public can download data directly
•  Can hold both public & private datasets and mint data DOIs



IM3 Code Repository

Sharing code within the team…
- Facilitates the coupling of models
- Acts as an insurance policy for team member turnover

Sharing code with the community…
- Helps IM3 comply with new journal requirements
- Enhances impact by increasing the use and citation of our work

We use GitHub to manage IM3 
code:

•  Public or private repositories

• Strength of versioning

• Issue-logging for open code

https://github.com/IMMM-SFA



IM3 Public Website

Ability to 
share data 
and code 

associated 
with specific 
publications

Documenting 
models, their 

code, and 
points of 
contact

Sharing datasets not 
associated with any 
specific paper, but 

which are still useful



What should 
go in the 
archive?

Who should 
have 

access?

What if 
people misuse 

my data?

What if my 
data is too big 

to transfer?

Why should 
I share my 

data?

Can the public 
access data behind 

our firewall?

Can I just use 
my institution’s 

archive?

What about 
my proprietary 

data?
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Data Repositories in DOE’s CESD

Figure from 2015 DOE/SC Working Group on Virtual Data Integration



Challenge #1: Lots 
of reinventing the 

wheel…

Challenge #2: Lots of 
different sized 

wheels…

xkcd



Requirements for Interoperability

Of the seven data center 
features, which ones would 

need to be abstracted to have 
a minimally-functioning 

federated set of archives?



Requirements for Interoperability

Translator

Uniform Product (i.e.,     )

End User

Universal Credentials

Firewall(s)



What Elements Can Be Shared?

Can Be Abstracted
Metadata Standards
Security/Credentials

Use Metrics

Cannot* Be Abstracted
Data QA/QC

Analysis/Visualization
Provenance/Workflow

Simulation/Computation

*easily



Take Home Points

•  “Facilitate, not complicate”

•  Figure out how to demonstrate value to avoid box-checking

•  Building an über-repository is theoretically possible…but 
likely not practical

•  Focus on what can be standardized: Metadata, user 
credentials, and use metrics


